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books are always intelligently written and equally entertaining This particular book serves more or less as an update to 
the 1990s vintage In Search of the Old Ones While making apologies to the readers for the unexpected success of the 
older book Roberts works equally well to avoid revealing locations of speci An award winning author and veteran 
mountain climber takes us deep into the Southwest backcountry to uncover secrets of its ancient inhabitants For more 
than 5 000 years the Ancestral Puebloans Native Americans who flourished long before the first contact with 
Europeans occupied the Four Corners region of the southwestern United States Just before AD 1300 they abandoned 
their homeland in a migration that remains one of prehistory s greatest puzzles N ldquo A funny witty and highly 
personal account rdquo Sandra Dallas Denver Post ldquo Full of insights Roberts captivates the reader with the thrill 
of finding artifacts rdquo Duran 
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